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Refs: 	HCO"" PL 1 Sept. 69R COUNTERESPIONAGE 
HCO PL 13 Jan. 83 	THE BUSINESS OF ORGS 

"Orgs  are in the very new, for this universe, business of setting people free. 

"SPs will find all manner of reasons not to, for this is what they, with their own 
crimes, fear. 

"Thus it follows that they cut dissem lines, corrupt tech, suppress and confuse 
orgs, persuade people to be inactive and resort to other shifts, all quite 'reasonable' 
and 'logical' as to why this must be the way it is; so be alert to this and go ahead and 
set people free." - LRH 

HCO PL 13 Jan. 83 
THE BUSINESS OF ORGS 

As trademark owner, the ideal scene. Religious Technology Center is working towards is "an 
on-Source, in-ethics, expanding, impervious international Scientology network as hard as cold 
chrome steel." The speed with which we clear this planet is dependent upon that ideal scene being 
fully  achieved. 

As staff members, you must be alert to and proofed up against any infiltration, espionage and 
corruption within your orgs, so that you can carry on with your jobs of delivering Dianetics and 
Scientology materials and services and setting people free. 

Factually there is a very small percentage of individuals around who cannot bear to see Scien-
tology flourishing and prospering as it is. These suppressives attempt to infiltrate, corrupt and 
damage organizations and will resort to any and all manner of crimes and covert operations to 
weaken our internal lines and stop people from going free. 

You, and staff everywhere, must be very alert to these types and their suppressive activities. 

In 1969  LRH devised a means of guarding organizations against internal espionage and infiltra-
tion. It is described in HCO PL 1 September 1969R COUNTERESPIONAGE, a copy of which is 
attached to this issue. You should be familiar with this policy letter, be alert to any of the activities 
described therein, and report immediately any occurrences you may observe within your organiza-
tion or in  any Scientology Church. The monetary rewards described in HCO PL COUNTER-
ESPIONAGE will be paid promptly to any deserving Scientologist.' 

0 1990, 1991 Religious Technology Center. 

All Rights Reserved. 
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You can directly assist in creating "an on-Source, in-ethics, expanding, impervious international 
Scientology network as hard as cold chrome steel". Know the indicators of possible infiltration, 
espionage and anti-organization activities, and remain alert to and report instances of such when-
ever they occur. 

Our reward will be a safe and secure environment where all can go free. 

Captain Mark Rathbun 
Inspector General for Ethics 
Religious Technology Center 

RTC:MR:sc.dj 

Grateful acknowledgement is made to L. Ron Hubbard Library for permission to reprint selections from the copyrighted works of L. Ron Hubbard. 
RELIGIOUS TECHNOLOGY CENTER LOGO, SCIENTOLOGIST, DIANETICS, SCIENTOLOGY, RELIGIOUS TECHNOLOGY 
CENTER and HCO are trademarks and service marks owned by Religious Technology Center. Printed in USA. 
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HCO POLICY LETTER OF 1 SEPTEMBER 1969R 
Remimeo 
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Int Finance 
Office 
FBOs 
Legal Dept 

(Revised and Reissued 24 September 1983 to 
increase reward amounts, and to delete mention 
of the Guardian WW and the Guardians Office 
which no longer exist as a post and network.) 

COUNTER-ESPIONAGE 

Refs: 	HCO PL 12 Oct 82 
	

CORRUPT ACTIVITIES 
HCO PL 14 Mar 82 
	

FINANCIAL IRREGULARITIES 
HCO PL 13 Jan 83 
	

THE BUSINESS OF ORGS 

No country or company has ever solved espionage and 
intelligence actions within it. 

Industrial "espionage" is a very prevalent activity. 

As our policy letters and materials are often found in wrong 
hands we must be subjected to internal espionage on occasion. We 
certainly are subjected to intelligence externally. 

Intelligence actions internally in a company or organisation 
take five main courses: 

1. Theft of documents or materials. 
2. Executive actions contrary to the company's best 

interests if not outright destructive. 
3. Administrative enturbulation including messing up 

files, addresses, facilities or communications. 
4. False reports or false advices to customers or 

staff to bring about apathy or defeatism. 
5. Perversion or corruption of the product (in our 

case, technology). 

Motives  

Financial gain is the primary motive in almost all cases of 
infiltration. 

A very experienced European Intelligence officer stated that 
he had never failed to buy any person he had ever approached in any 
government, and this in a lifetime career in the field of 
espionage. 

Governments and many companies have amongst them people who 
are in or who can be forced into heavy financial trouble. 

By offering surprisingly small sums of money, any one of the 
five actions listed above could be effected by an enemy. 

The practice is so common as to be commonplace but the harm 
done is all out of proportion to the effort employed. 

A Solution 

Guarding against infiltration is a vital action for survival 
and nations and companies spend huge sums on counter-intelligence, 
the action of foiling the efforts of enemies. 

0)1969, 1983 L. Ron Hubbard 
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED 
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In studying the extensive literature of this subject an 
inexpensive effective solution has occurred to me which I do not 
think has ever been used. 

If finance is the motive, then of course one should reward 
successful Counter-Intelligence actions. 

An enemy seeks those in debt or forces persons into debt so 
they can be bought. If the person being baited were assured of a 
safer reward, the person would usually incline toward his own 
country or company. 

The Placard 

An org should therefore display in an area mostly frequented 
by staff, near the staff bulletin board or in the W.C., but not 
necessarily to the public, a placard worded somewhat as follows: 

REWARD 

As Industrial espionage is an ordinary occurrence in most 
companies, the staff is requested to be alert for 

1. Any theft of documents or materials. 

2. Orders or directions which will result destructively. 

3. Any disturbance of files, bills or addresses. 

4. False reports or advices to staff or customers or preached 
defeatism. 

5. Willful corruption of tech. 

Anyone detecting any of the above should report the matter at 
once to the Reports Officer, Religious Technology Center with names 
and full particulars. 

Should further investigation result in the disclosure and 
apprehension or arrest of persons attempting willful harm to this 
organisation 

A REWARD OF $1,000.00 

will be paid by the International Finance Office. 

Should a staff member be approached and asked to attempt any 
of the above actions he should promptly seem to agree, should 
accept any money offered (which he may keep) and should quickly and 
quietly report the matter to the Religious Technology Center so 
that the instigators can be traced and arrested, at which time the 
$1,000.00 reward will be paid after the apprehension, arrest and 
conviction of the person(s) attempting the willful harm to this 
organisation. 

Another reward of $400.00 will be paid any staff member or 
person in the field who should hear of or be subjected to any 
provocative anti-organisation activity in the field and who then 
forwards sufficient evidence of the criminal background and 
connections of the provocative person in such form that it may 
be given to the police by the Religious Technology Center. 
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Should any staff member have knowledge of any financial 
irregularity within the organisation and furnish proof of it to the 
Int Finance Office and RTC promptly along with evidence sufficient 
to successfully prosecute he shall be given a reward equivalent to 
25% of all monies recovered or $1,000.00 which ever is less. 

BLACKMAIL 

Any person or agency attempting to accomplish any of the above 
five points by reason of attempted BLACKMAIL of a staff member is 
liable to arrest. In this case the reward is also paid to the 
staff member on the arrest and conviction of those attempting the 
blackmail. 

Staffs are requested to cooperate fully to help continue to 
make an org and area a safe environment from which freedom may 
expand. 

Alertness is the penalty we pay for living in an aberrated 
society. 

Truth cannot live in an atmosphere of deceit. 

Religious Technology Center 
(address) 

The amount of the rewards may be changed from time to time. 
It is the responsibility of the Int Finance Office to update the 
amount of the rewards in the future. 

Org's Protection 

Our Dianetics and Scientology orgs are fortunate in that where 
tech is "in" very little infiltration can occur since persons 
cannot benefit from things they try to harm. 

Our primary protection is "in" tech and well processed staffs. 
It follows that when tech is out, ethics will be found out also. 

Persons who have no or little case gain are the only ones we 
have any trouble with. 

No other organisation and no country has as good a chance as 
ours to be free of infiltration. 

One other thing worthy of note in connection with Counter-
Intelligence is that countries and companies which do not have a 
high cause, a high allegiance, have need of tremendous counter-
intelligence forces. 

If we keep our integrity high and give staffs good and 
valuable government, we will have maximum Counter-Intelligence 
effectiveness with minimum effort since our staffs would themselves 
militantly defend their executives and the org. 

L. RON HUBBARD 
Founder 

LRH:fa.iw.sak 
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Saint Hill Manor, East Grinstead, Sussex 

HCO POLICY LETTER OF 13 JANUARY 1983 
Remimeo 	CORRECTED AND REISSUED 13 MAY 1983 

(Reissued to correct typographical errors 
in paragraphs two, three and four) 

THE BUSINESS OF ORGS  

Orgs are in the very new, for this universe, business of 
setting people free. 

SPs will find all manner of reasons not to, for this is what 
they, with their own crimes, fear. 

Thus it follows that they cut dissem lines, corrupt tech, 
suppress and confuse orgs, persuade people to be inactive and 
resort to other shifts, all quite "reasonable" and "logical" as to 
why this must be the way it is; so be alert to this and go ahead 
and set people free. 

It's done with org services well delivered, on-policy with 
standard tech. 

So just do it, man, do it! 

L. RON HUBBARD 
Founder 

Adopted as official 
Church policy by 
CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY 
INTERNATIONAL 

LRH:CSI:sk.iw.gm.sak 
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1-1.1tmc 1990 

FROM:  INSPECTOR GENERAL FOR ETHICS RTC 

RE: COUNTER—ESPIONAGE 

REF: 	FICO' PL 1 Sep 1969R 	COUNTER—ESPIONAGE 
HCO PL 13 Jan 1983 	THE BUSINESS OF ORGS 

"Orgs are  in the very new, for this universe, business of setting people free. 

"SPs will find all manner of reasons not to, for this is what they, with their own 
crimes, fear. 

"Thus it follows that they cut dissem lines, corrupt tech, suppress and confuse 
orgs, persuade people to be inactive and resort to other shifts, all quite 'reasonable' 
and 'logical' as to why this must be the way it is; so be alert to this and go ahead and 
set people free." 

LRH, HCO PL 13 Jan 1983 
THE BUSINESS OF ORGS 

As trademark owner, the ideal scene Religious Technology Center is working towards is "an 
on-Source, in-ethics, expanding, impervious international Scientology network as hard as cold 
chrome steel." The speed with which we clear this planet is dependent upon that ideal scene being 
fully  achieved. 

As staff members, you must be alert to and proofed up against any infiltration, espionage and 
corruption within your orgs, so that you can carry on with your jobs of delivering Dianetics and 
Scientology materials and services and setting people free. 

Factually there is a very small percentage of individuals around who cannot bear to see Scien-
tology flourishing and prospering as it is. These suppressives attempt to infiltrate, corrupt and 
damage organizations and will resort to any and all manner of crimes and covert operations to 
weaken our internal lines and stop people from going free. 

You, and staff everywhere, must be very alert to these types and their suppressive activities. 

In 1969 LRH devised a means of guarding organizations against internal espionage and infiltra-
tion. It is described in FICO PL 1 September 1969R COUNTER-ESPIONAGE, a copy of which is 
attached to this issue. You should be familiar with this policy letter, be alert to any of the activities 
described therein, and report  immediately any occurrences you may observe within your organiza-
tion or in  any Scientology Church. The monetary rewards described in HCO PL COUNTER-
ESPIONAGE will be paid promptly to any deserving Scientologist. 
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You can directly assist in creating "an on-Source, in-ethics, expanding, impervious international 
Scientology network as hard as cold chrome steel". Know the indicators of possible infiltration, 
espionage and anti-organization activities, and remain alert to and report instances of such when-
ever they occur. 

Our reward will be a safe and secure environment where all can go free. 

Captain Mark Rathbun 
Inspector General for Ethics 

Authorized by 

Captain Greg Wilhere 
Inspector General 
Religious Technology Center 

INDEX: 
Page I Quote 	1983 
RTC:GW:MR:sema 

1990 Religious Technology Center. ALL RICH-ITS RESERVED 
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COUNTER-ESPIONAGE  

	

(Refs: HCO PL 12 Oct 82 
	

CORRUPT ACTIVITIES 

	

HCO PL 14 Mar 82 
	

FINANCIAL IRREGULARITIES 

	

HCO PL 13 Jan 83 
	

THE BUSINESS OF ORGS) 

No country or company has ever solved espionage and 
intelligence actions within it. 

Industrial "espionage" is a very prevalent activity. 

As our policy letters and materials are often found in 
wrong hands we must be subjected to internal espionage on 
occasion. We certainly are subjected to intelligence 
externally. 

Intelligence actions internally in a company or 
organisation take five main courses: 

1. Theft of documents or materials. 
2. Executive actions contrary to the company's best 

interests if not outright destructive. 
3. Administrative enturbulation including messing up 

files, addresses, facilities or communications. 
4. False reports or false advices to customers or 

staff to bring about apathy or defeatism. 
5. Perversion or corruption of the product (in our 

case, technology). 

Motives  

Financial gain is the primary motive in almost all cases 
of infiltration. 

A very experienced European Intelligence officer stated 
that he had never failed to buy any person he had ever 
approached in any government, and this in a lifetime career 
in the field of espionage. 

Governments and many companies have amongst them people 
who are in or who can be forced into heavy financial trouble. 

By offering surprisingly small sums of money, any one 
of the five actions listed above could be effected by an enemy. 

The practice is so common as to be commonplace but the 
harm done is all out of proportion to the effort employed. 

A Solution  

Guarding against infiltration is a vital action for 
survival and nations and companies spend huge sums on counter- 
intelligence, the action of foiling the efforts of enemies. 

In studying the extensive literature of this subject an 
inexpensive effective solution has occurred to me which I do 
not think has ever been used. 

If finance is the motive, then of course one should 
reward successful Counter-Intelligence actions. 

Copyright 01969, 1983 L. Ron Hubbard 
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED 
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An enemy seeks those in debt or forces persons into debt 
so they can be bought. If the person being baited were assured 
of a safer reward, the person would usually incline toward his 
own country or company. 

The Placard 

An org should therefore display in an area mostly frequented 
by staff, near the staff bulletin board or in the W.C., but not 
necessarily to the public, a placard worded somewhat as follows: 

REWARD  

As Industrial espionage is an ordinary occurrence in most 
companies, the staff is requested to be alert for 

1. Any theft of documents or materials. 

2. Orders or directions which will result destructively. 

3. Any disturbance of files, bills or addresses. 

4. False reports or advices to staff or customers or 
preached defeatism. 

5. Willful corruption of tech. 

Anyone detecting any of the above should report the matter 
at once to the Reports Officer, Religious Technology Center with 
names and full particulars. 

Should further investigation result in the disclosure and 
apprehension or arrest of persons attempting willful harm to 
this organisation 

A REWARD OF $1,000.00 

will be paid by the International Finance Office. 

Should a staff member be approached and asked to attempt 
any of the above actions he should promptly seem to agree, should 
accept any money offered (which he may keep) and should quickly 
and quietly report the matter to the Religious Technology Center 
so that the instigators can be traced and arrested, at which 
time the $1,000.00 reward will be paid after the apprehension, 
arrest and conviction of the person(s) attempting the willful 
harm to this organisation. 

Another reward of $400.00 will be paid any staff member 
or person in the field who should hear of or be subjected to 
any provocative anti-organisation activity in the field and who 
then forwards sufficient evidence of the criminal background 
and connections of the provocative person in such form that it 
may be given to the police by the Religious Technology Center. 

Should any staff member have knowledge of any financial 
irregularity within the organisation and furnish proof of it 
to the Int Finance Office and RTC promptly along with evidence 
sufficient to successfully prosecute he shall be given a reward 
equivalent to 25% of all monies recovered or $1,000.00 which 
ever is less. 
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BLACKMAIL 

Any person or agency attempting to accomplish any of the 
above five points by reason of attempted BLACKMAIL of a staff 
member is liable to arrest. In this case the reward is also 
paid to the staff member on the arrest and conviction of those 
attempting the blackmail. 

Staffs are requested to cooperate fully to help continue 
to make an org and area a safe environment from which freedom 
may expand. 

Alertness is the penalty we pay for living in an aberrated 
society. 

Truth cannot live in an atmosphere of deceit. 

Religious Technology Center 
(address) 

The amount of the rewards may be changed from time to time. 
It is the responsibility of the Int Finance Office to update 
the amount of the rewards in the future. 

Org's Protection  

Our Dianetics and Scientology orgs are fortunate in that 
where tech is "in" very little infiltration can occur since 
persons cannot benefit from things they try to harm. 

Our primary protection is "in" tech and well processed 
staffs. It follows that when tech is out, ethics will be found 
out also. 

Persons who have no or little case gain are the only ones 
we have any trouble with. 

No other organisation and no country has as good a chance 
as ours to be free of infiltration. 

One other thing worthy of note in connection with Counter-
Intelligence is that countries and companies which do not have 
a high cause, a high allegiance, have need of tremendous counter-
intelligence forces. 

If we keep our integrity high and give staffs good and 
valuable government, we will have maximum Counter-Intelligence 
effectiveness with minimum effort since our staffs would 
themselves militantly defend their executives and the org. 

L. RON HUBBARD 
FOUNDER 

LRH:fa:iw 
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HCO POLICY LETTER OF 13 JANUARY 1983 
Remimeo 	CORRECTED AND REISSUED 13 MAY 1983 

(Reissued to correct typographical 
errors in paragraphs two, three, and four.) 

THE BUSINESS OF ORGS  

Orgs are in the very new, for this universe, business of 
setting people free. 

SPs will find all manner of reasons not to for this is 
what they, with their own crimes, fear. 

Thus it follows that they cut dissem lines, corrupt tech, 
suppress and confuse orgs, persuade people to be inactive and 
resort to other shifts, all quite "reasonable" and "logical" 
as to why this must be the way it is; so be alert to this and 
go ahead and set people free. 

It's done with org services well delivered on policy 
with standard tech. 

So just do it, man, do it! 

L. RON HUBBARD 
FOUNDER 

Adopted as Official 
Church Policy by the 
CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY 
INTERNATIONAL 
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